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Interoperable Communications: Creating Course Outlines and Lesson
Plans for Staff
SUMMARY
Exercise planners should consider developing course outlines and lesson plans that detail
Tactical Interoperable Communications Plan (TICP) protocol for the technical staff, line
operations staff, and command staff. These lesson plans and course outlines can facilitate
interoperable communications by ensuring proper implementation of protocol during
incidents.

DESCRIPTION
The Philadelphia Urban Area conducted Project Liberty TICP full-scale exercise at the
Strafford Train Station in Wayne, Pennsylvania, on August 24, 2006. Forty-nine federal,
state, and local representatives from nine emergency management agencies and two
private sector organizations participated in the exercise, which identified strengths and
areas for improvement in the Philadelphia Urban Area’s tactical interoperable
communications capabilities. The exercise tested participants’ abilities to maintain
interoperable communications after an explosion on the train tracks at Strafford Train
Station, which caused a train derailment resulting in multiple injuries.
Exercise planners designated two incident notification methods: radio from the train
conductor through the Amtrak system to the Chester County 9-1-1 center and a victim’s cell
phone call directly to the Chester County 9-1-1 center. Responders succeeded at
implementing some TICP protocols but experienced difficulties fulfilling all TICP elements.
For example, responders missed critical information when radio technicians did not follow
proper TICP protocol by dropping a patch without first notifying dispatchers.
Participants noted during the post-exercise debriefing session that a lack of training on
implementing the TICP protocols caused uneven deployment of communications personnel
and resources during the exercise. The AAR recommended that exercise planners should
consider creating TICP protocol course outlines and lesson plans for the technical staff, line
operations staff, and command staff.
Exercise planners should consider creating course outlines and lesson plans in TICP
protocols. Exercise planners should distribute these outlines and plans to the technical, line
operations, and command staffs to ensure proper TICP implementation during incidents.
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DISCLAIMER
Lessons Learned Information Sharing (LLIS.gov) is the US Department of Homeland
Security/Federal Emergency Management Agency's national online network of lessons
learned, best practices, and innovative ideas for the emergency response and homeland
security communities. The Web site and its contents are provided for informational
purposes only, without warranty or guarantee of any kind, and do not represent the official
positions of the US Department of Homeland Security. For more information on LLIS.gov,
please email Feedback@llis.dhs.gov or visit www.llis.gov.
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